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voortman

“Over more than 40 years the world’s single source 
supplier of CNC controlled machinery for the steel 
processing industry.”
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VooRtMan 

Voortman has designed, developed and manufactured machinery for steel fabrication and plate 

processing related industries for more than 40 years. With international subsidiaries responsible 

for sales and service, we are a globally recognized supplier with thousand’s of Voortman systems 

installed. We continually develop our equipment range to enable us to keep at the forefront of 

technology and in step with any new developments in the market.

Voortman Cutting Systems

The acquisition of ‘Maschinenfabrik Bach GmbH’ in 2011 combines years of experience and expertise 

from both Voortman and Bach. Bach has over 65 years of experience as a manufacturer of cutting 

systems for oxy-fuel and plasma cutting of steel plates and is a well-known leading supplier of 

these systems both in Germany as internationally. Bach proceeds under the brand name Voortman 

Cutting Systems.

Examples

This brochure shows you examples of plate processing systems. The three-dimensional images 

give you a glance of the advantages of each individual system. The CNC controlled drilling and 

thermal cutting systems automatically produce parts from large plates in one operation. These 

machines are suitable for the structural steel fabricator and many other different industries.

IntroductIon
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softwaRe 

The VACAM Control Software is a Voortman development and a result of many years of experience 

in the steel machinery business.

Every machine in the Voortman delivery program is equipped with the VACAM Control Software. As 

a result all machines have the same “look-and-feel” which significantly reduces the learning curve.

In the VACAM Control Software for the plate processing systems the following modules are enabled:

Software

“Voortman’s software VACAM is the most 
sophisticated and user-friendly machine 
software in the market.”



For a more advanced nesting solution third party 
automatic nesting software can be used. this 
software is able to read several standard file formats 
like dXF, dWg, cAdL, iges, dstV and HpgL files. With 
this software new plates as well as previously cut 
plates (remnants) can be used for nesting. partially 
cut plates can be stored in a plate library for later use.

With the VAcAd and VAnest options in VAcAM it is 
possible to create new parts and manually nest these 
parts in a plate in a user-friendly way.

operators have a clear overview of all active 
components in the manual mode of the system 
where several settings can be modified instantly. 
in this way diagnostics can be made very quickly.

standard available on Hypertherm® and Kjellberg® 
plasma sources to create a better hole quality 
compared to the conventional cutting parameters. 
true Hole technology and contour cut are fully 
integrated in the VAcAM control software.

Macros are pre-installed to manually program parts 
very fast. the parameters can be modified to any 
desired size and shape.

this module enables the layout marking capabilities 
of the machine.
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advanced nesting softwarevacad + vaneSt editor

manual functions

true Hole / contour cut technology

Pre-installed macros

Layout marking



PLate cuttIng

V304
V308

•	 Strong	Steel	bridge
•	 large/thick	plate	SizeS
•	 double	plaSma
•	 multiple	oxy-Fuel
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PLate cuttIng 
v304 | v308

Specifications V304 V308  

Working width mm 
feet

1.500 - 4.200
5 - 13

3.000 - 8.200
10 - 26

Working length mm
feet

3.000 - 24.000
10 - 80

3.000 - 60.000
10 - 196

Machine height mm 
feet

2.850
9-3/8

2.850
9-3/8

cutting speed mm/min
f/min 

0 - 7.000 
0 - 23

0 - 7.000 
0 - 23

rapid traverse speed mm/min
f/min  

> 25.000
> 82

> 25.000
> 82

cutting thickness
with one oxy torch

mm 
inch  

3 - 200
1/8 - 7-7/8

3 - 200
1/8 - 7-7/8

cutting thickness
with three oxy torches

mm 
inch

3 - 100
1/8 - 4

3 - 100
1/8 - 4

Maximum number 
of torches

6 8

Maximum number
of plasma torches  

2 2

Maximum number 
of oxy-fuel torches

 6 8



PLate cuttIng 
v304 | v308

plasma torches and multiple oxy-fuel torches can be 
combined to achieve higher output or to cut stripes out of a 
raw plate. 

3d plasma bevel unit for 5 axes motion. in combination with 
a modified vertical axis for automatic height control. Bevel 
angle up to 45°. Material thickness from 3 up to 50 mm (1/8” 
up to 2”).

Plasma and oxy-fuel cutting3d plasma bevel unit
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High precision gantry movement by double synchronous 
driven servo drives in combination with double linear guides 
and helical rack and pinion system. the linear guides are 
covered from dust and dirt by a rubber band.

Available to create a better hole quality compared to the 
conventional cutting parameters (true Hole technology by 
Hypertherm®, contour cut by Kjellberg®).

x-railtrue Hole & contour cut

featURes
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PLate cuttIng 
v304 | v308
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the strip cutting unit has 3 oxy-fuel torches. it can be used 
for cutting with a single torch and strip cutting with multiple 
torches. Multiple nozzles for different fuel gases possible.
strip width 60 - 280 mm (2-3/8” - 11”).

Layout marking is possible with the plasma process. the 
automatic gas console switches automatically over to argon 
gas for optimum layout marking results. A plasma marker 
can be supplied for machines equipped with only oxy-fuel 
cutting torches.

the bevel cutting unit has 3 oxy-fuel torches. this module 
can be used for both straight cutting and bevel cutting. the 
bevel angle is manually adjustable.

Multi-purpose, rigid and high-performance system for 
combined and repeating cutting jobs and perfect for large 
amounts.

the rugged build gantry is well suited for large products that need the highest degrees of accuracy. it allows for extensions 
with special components like multiple plasma torches and up to eight oxy-fuel torches. the gantry of the V308 can be 
equipped with a cooling system to withstand the high temperatures created during the cutting process.

steel, stainless steel and aluminum plates can be processed 
on this system.

to meet the requirements of each individual customer, 
different table types and dimensions are possible.

Strip cutting torch

Layout marking by plasma

oxy-fuel triple torch module

multi purpose

Strong steel gantry

various materials Large variety of table dimensions

4
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v304 | v30812
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the filter unit is equipped with high performance filters which 
are the most sophisticated and efficient solution for filtering 
dust and fumes. it is capable of filtering more than 99% of 
all particles smaller than 0,4 µm, which enables recirculation 
of the filtered air back into the workshop. 

An add-on table with serrated support bars can be installed 
to process small and light parts of various materials.

underneath the gantry, special heat shield caps are mounted 
to prevent unnecessary wear to the gantry and ensures a 
smooth movement of the linear guides.

the cutting table is divided into several sections to extract 
the cutting fumes. e-pneumatic actuators ensure that 
suction is only provided in the section in the vicinity of the 
torch.

filter unit

add-on table

Heat shield caps

Sectional fume extraction

featURes
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Laser pointers are integrated to determine the best start position possible.

Laser pointers

13

Less tension and distortion of the work pieces. excellent heat conduction in the water table, the high cutting speed leads to a 
very minimal heat-affected zone. Above and below water cutting with automatic leveling system. reduced noise level and no 
filter system necessary. slag removal conveyor belt (optional).

stepless rotatable inkjet marking unit with 16 dots to print 
all types of lines, texts and layout markings. text height 
adjustable between 3 mm and 67 mm. including automatic 
height control with capacitive sensor. 

Voortman offers various nesting programs: from simple 
nesting software to advanced optimizing software for saving 
valuable time and material.

PLate cuttIng 
v304 | v308
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For both oxy-fuel and plasma torch. to ensure optimum 
cutting quality and longer life time of consumables. the 
height control system keeps a consistent distance between 
the torch tip and the plate throughout the complete cutting 
process.

to prevent unnecessary damage on the torches and higher up-
time of the thermal cutting process.

automatic height control

under water cutting table

Inkjet marking nesting software

3d collision
10 11
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PLate drILLIng and cuttIng

V320 •	 combined	drilling	and	cutting	
•	 layout	marking
•	 plaSma	and	oxy-Fuel
•	 automatic	unloading
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Specifications V320-2000 V320-3000  

operating range mm 
inch
mm 
inch
mm
inch

2.050 x 6.100 x 75 
80-6/8 x 240-1/8  x 3  
2.050 x 9.100 x 75 
80-6/8 x 358-1/4  x 3  
2.050 x 12.100 x 75
80-6/8 x 476-3/8  x 3  

3.050 x 6.100 x 75
120 x 240-1/8 x 3
3.050 x 9.100 x 75
120 x 358-1/4 x 3
3.050 x 12.100 x 75
120 x 476-3/8 x 3

positioning weight kg
lbs 

7.500 
16,500

9.000 
19,850

drilling and positioning servo motors servo motors

positioning speed X mm/min
f/min 

20.000 
65-1/2

20.000 
65-1/2

positioning speed Y mm/min
f/min  

30.000 
98-1/2

30.000 
98-1/2

positioning speed Z mm/min
f/min  

30.000 
98-1/2

30.000 
98-1/2

Marking milling / plasma milling / plasma

drilling units 1 vertical 1 vertical

nominal power kW
Hp 

30 
40

30 
40

speed rpm 0 - 2.500 stepless 0 - 2.500 stepless

tool changer 2 x 5 2 x 5

drill holder sK40 sK40

drill diameter mm
inch 

5 - 40 
13/64 - 1-9/16

5 - 40 
13/64 - 1-9/16

thread tapping
inch

M6 - M30 
1/4 - 1-3/16

M6 - M30 
1/4 - 1-3/16

plasma up to 400 amp 400 amp

oxy-fuel 1 1

Machine weight kg 
lbs

8.500 
18,750

10.500
23,150

PLate drILLIng and 
cuttIng v320 



PLate drILLIng and 
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For cutting through thicker material an oxy-fuel torch is 
fitted on the machine. With its automatic ignition and height 
control even heavy parts are easy to produce.

every V320 comes with its own 10 position tool changing 
system. this feature in combination with the overall 
unmatched automation level of the Voortman lines 
completely eliminates the need of an operator being present 
at the plate processor.

Voortman uses a 260 amp power source on the V320 plate 
processors. Additional to this the true Hole technology and 
an automatic height control is being used. supplying our 
clients with the best possible plasma cutting results in the 
market.

using synchronized servo drives with ball screws for each 
movement as well as a large 30 kW servo drive for the drilling 
spindle results in extreme acceleration. Maximum speed is 
reached in just a fraction of time, and maximum torque in the 
full range from 1 to 2.500 rpm is perfect for carbide drilling.

oxy-fuel cutting

automatic tool changer

Plasma cutting

carbide drilling
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PLate drILLIng and 
cuttIng v320 

After the finished products are released they end up on the 
conveyor belt under the system. the products are fed in 
cross direction to a comfortable position at operator’s height 
or discharged in a product bin.

After cutting plates the products are automatic released from 
the table. this is to assure that the cutting process continues 
without intervention for manual plate removal.

utilizing a double fitted measuring truck the plate always floats through the system at the correct position. the master gripper 
secures the back of the plate with 3 rigid clamps, the support gripper secures the front of the plate at the datum line of the 
system, with its two clamps. As the support gripper moves independent from the master gripper the whole plate length is 
covered by keeping its position against the datum line. the support gripper allows the V320 to process flat bars as well. For 
processing short or already used plates the support gripper is retractable.

the roller conveyor on the outfeed side is made on client’s 
wishes. this is to gain space for the waste skeleton or for 
longer products.

With the use of cross transports easy connection for Multi 
system integration is ready made.

Product outfeed conveyor beltautomatic discharge table

outfeed roller conveyor cross transports

v
320

measuring system with master and support gripper
5

6

87
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PLate drILLIng and 
cuttIng v320 
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in combination with the plasma source, Voortman delivers 
a fume extraction unit which guarantees a clean working 
environment. directly under the plasma table the fumes are 
immediately extracted via ductwork towards the filter unit. 
the filter unit is placed outside the system.

Hydraulic pushers assure optimum aligning of the plate 
against the datum line to prevent from deviation.

the liftable datum line secures the correct position of the 
plate before starting of the process. the operator or the 
optional hydraulic pushers moves the plate against the datum 
line. When the measuring system transports the plate towards 
the machine the datum line lowers below the conveyors.

Moving the measuring system above the conveyor allows 
loading of next plates to feed the system by roller conveyor. 

Hydraulic pushersLiftable measuring system

fume extractionLiftable datum line
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cleaning of the plate after drilling is done with the moveable brush. With the rotating brush all swarfs are swiped from the 
plate into a swarf bin, to prevent from any disturbance during plasma cutting.

Swarf brush

Voortman offers various nesting programs: from simple 
nesting software to advanced optimizing software for saving 
valuable time and material.

Voortman delivers all their systems including thread tapping, 
countersinking and deburring on the drilling facilities. Within 
the VAcAM control these operations are standard integrated.

PLate drILLIng and 
cuttIng v320 

12

With layout marking by milling, the machine can not only 
mark the part number, but also the contours and part 
numbers of other pieces. Additional tracing lines are easily 
marked on the fittings for flawless assembly.

For more speed and higher capacity the V320 can be delivered 
with a 400 amp plasma source.

Layout marking is possible with the plasma process. the 
automatic gas console switches automatically over to argon 
gas for optimum layout marking results.

to be able to move the drilling unit to the material in full 
speed, the length of every new tool is measured by laser when 
a new tool is placed into the tool changer. this eliminates 
touch sensing.

Layout marking by milling

Higher capacity plasma

Layout marking by plasma

tool length measuring by laser

nesting software tooling

v
320
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PLate drILLIng and cuttIng

V330 •	 Split	drilling	and	cutting
•	 high	production	volume
•	 plaSma	and	multiple	oxy-Fuel
•	 camera	reFerence	Setting
•	 automated	plate	handling
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Specifications V330-3000

operating range mm 
inch
mm 
inch
mm
inch

3.050 x 6.100 x 150 
120 x 240-1/8 x 6  
3.050 x 9.100 x 150
120 x 358-1/4 x 6
3.050 x 12.100 x 150
120 x 476-3/8 x 6

capacity kg/m2

lbs/ft2 
1.200 
2,645

drilling and positioning servo motors

positioning speed X mm/min
f/min 

25.000 
82

positioning speed Y mm/min
f/min 

30.000
98-1/2

positioning speed Z mm/min
f/min 

30.000
98-1/2

Marking milling / plasma

drilling units 1 vertical

nominal power kW
Hp 

30 
40

speed rpm 0 - 2.500 stepless

tool changer 5 x 5

drill holder sK40

drill diameter mm
inch 

5 - 40 
13/64 - 1-9/16

thread tapping
inch

M6 - M30 
1/4 - 1-3/16

plasma up to 400 amp

oxy-fuel 4 possible 

drilling gantry weight kg
lbs

8.000 
17,600

cutting gantry weight kg 
lbs

4.000 
8,800

PLate drILLIng and 
cuttIng v330 21
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tool changer with 25 positions

Layout marking by milling

carbide drilling

vertical clamp

every V330 comes with its own 25 position tool changing 
system. this feature in combination with the overall 
unmatched automation level of the Voortman lines 
completely eliminates the need of an operator being present 
at the plate processor.

using synchronized servo drives with ball screws for each 
movement as well as a large 30 kW servo drive for the drilling 
spindle results in extreme acceleration. Maximum speed is 
reached in just a fraction of time, and maximum torque in the 
full range from 1 to 2.500 rpm is perfect for carbide drilling.

1
2

With layout marking by milling, the machine can not only 
mark the part number, but also the contours and part 
numbers of other pieces. Additional tracing lines are easily 
marked on the fittings for flawless assembly.

Before drilling, thread tapping or countersinking the plate is 
fixed on the table by pushing it down with the vertical clamp. 
this keeps the plate in position and prevents vibrations 
caused by the drilling process.

3
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Simultaneous drilling and cutting operations due to two independent gantries

two main processes have their own moving gantry and their own process table. the raw plates remain idle on both the 
process tables. drilling and cutting operations are executed simultaneously, which brings almost a double production 
capacity compared to the combined systems. the fully automatic operation, even between the split drilling and cutting 
process, ensures an uninterrupted and efficient production process. the result is a “no-touch” total process course.

cleaning of the plate after drilling is done with the moveable 
brush. With the rotating brush all swarfs are swiped from 
the plate into a swarf bin, to prevent from any disturbance 
during plasma cutting.

the table consists of support legs with exchangeable 
synthetic strips on top. compared to standard steel tables, 
the drills will not be damaged by coming through the 
material. the clamp at the side of the drilling table, gives 
more stability and accuracy during the drilling process.

the transportation of the plate from the drilling table to 
the cutting table, is done by the two gantries using their 
magnets. After drilling both gantries are positioned above 
the plate to pick up the plate. the plate is transported to 
the cutting zone and loaded on the cutting table. With the 
magnets it is possible to destack a pile of sheets and load 
onto the drilling table.

When a gantry is equipped with a drilling unit, a standard linear 
guidance as used for cutting tables is not stable enough. For 
this reason Voortman has designed a special guidance, which 
can even withstand the strong vertical forces which occur during 
carbide drilling. that is why Voortman achieves much higher 
drilling/positioning speed and longer lifetime of the tooling.

Swarf brush

drilling table

magnets for plate transport

Linear guidance drilling gantry

v
330
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PLate drILLIng and 
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For cutting through thicker material an oxy-fuel torch is 
fitted on the machine. With its automatic ignition and height 
control even heavy parts are easy to produce.

Additional to the standard available oxy-fuel torch the machine 
can be fitted with additional oxy-fuel torches with a maximum 
of 3 pieces. this allows producing of long products for use as 
flanges and webs in peB’s or heavy welded sections.

Voortman uses a 260 amp power source with true Hole 
technology and automatic height control standard on the 
plate cutting and drilling systems. Additional to this, a 400 
amp power source can be installed, supplying our clients 
with the best possible results.

Layout marking is possible with the plasma process. the 
automatic gas console switches automatically over to Argon 
for optimum layout marking results.

oxy-fuel cutting

additional oxy-fuel torches

Plasma cutting

Layout marking by plasma

8 9

10 11
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PLate drILLIng and 
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the V330 has a unique feature to guarantee the accuracy of the products: a vision system. After the drilled plate is 
transported to the cutting table, its position will be taken according to the holes, and not the outer dimensions of the plate. 
the vision system’s ccd camera measures the exact position of several holes and uses these positions to set the zero 
reference of the plate. According to your plate nesting, the vision system will take a measurement once per plate, once per 
section or for each product.

optical camera
12

v
330

With the use of cross transports plates can easily be 
transported onto the drilling table for processing. the cross 
transports can be extended and retracted, so that they don’t 
intervene with the gantries. Multiple plates can be placed 
onto the cross transports, allowing for faster machine 
loading and less down-time.

the cutting table has an integrated filter system with 
separate extraction in different segments. it extracts only 
there, where the cutting process takes place.

the outer dimensions of the plate are measured with two 
lasers on both gantries. Before each process the plate is 
detected and measured.

the system allows to load several plate thicknesses on the 
tables. in this way maximum automation is guaranteed. 
even tread plates are produced on the V330.

Voortman offers various nesting programs: from simple 
nesting software to advanced optimizing software for saving 
valuable time and material.

the cutting table is divided into several sections to extract the 
cutting fumes. e-pneumatic actuators ensure that suction is 
only provided in the section in the vicinity of the torch.

cross transports

cutting table

Laser measuring

flexible production

nesting software Sectional fume extraction

13



PLate drILLIng

V200 •	 pre-cut	plate	drilling
•	 large	plate	SizeS
•	 heavy	table	load
•	 automatic	cycle
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PLate drILLIng
v200

Specifications V200

operating range mm 
inch

1.400* x 1.000 x 60 
55 x 40 x 2-3/8 

positioning weight kg 
lbs

600 
1,325

drilling and positioning servo motors

drilling units 1 vertical

nominal power kW 
Hp

30 
40

speed rpm 0 - 2.500 stepless 

tool changer 1 x 8   

drill holder sK40

drill diameter mm 
inch

5 - 40  
13/64 - 1-9/16   

thread tapping  
inch

M6 - M30  
1/4 - 1-3/16   

Machine weight kg 
lbs 

6.000 
13,250

*Longer lengths possible by automatic repositioning
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After drilling a hole, it can be deburred automatically, so there is no need for manual deburring afterwards.

the numbering unit can be used to mark a product with a part number, so that it can be recognized in further production 
steps. the disc holds 16 characters, which are selected automatically.

deburring unit

numbering unit

v
20
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PLate drILLIng
v200

using synchronized servo drives with ball screws for each movement as well as a large 30 kW servo drive for the drilling 
spindle results in extreme acceleration. Maximum speed is reached in just a fraction of time, and maximum torque in the full 
range from 1 to 2.500 rpm is perfect for carbide drilling.

to be able to move the drilling unit to the material in full 
speed, the length of every new tool is measured by laser 
when a new tool is placed into the tool changer. this 
eliminates touch sensing.

to assure a good grip, the machine has 2 hydraulic clamps 
which can be adjusted sideways to have even better grip on 
larger plates. When the datum line is removed, the automatic 
repositioning mode can be used to drill longer material.

An automatic tool changer with 8 tools is included with the machine. the tool changer ensures higher production as the 
machine does not have to wait for the operator to change the tool.

tool changer

in automatic mode, the V200 is able to drill plates up to 
a length of 2,4 m. After reaching the 1,4 m table limit, the 
product will be automatically repositioned so the last part 
can also be drilled.

the weight of our newly designed c-frame is almost 6.000 kg. 
this ensures the stability which is necessary for high speed 
drilling.

3

carbide drilling

v
200

tool length measuring by laserdouble adjustable clamps

6

4 5

repositioning Heavy c-frame
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“Reliability, speed and continuity, would describe 
the Voortman Service Department.”
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outStandIng ServIce and SuPPort
Thanks to many years of experience we know how important it is to have a dependable helpdesk. The 

qualified service team at Voortman is capable of repairing all kinds of disruptions and minimizing the result 

of any interruption. All of our engineers started their careers in either the workshop or in field service, so they 

know the ins and outs of the Voortman machines and what happens on the fabrication level.

Over 90% of all requests are solved directly by our helpdesk. When it is not possible to help in this manner, 

an engineer will arrive on site. To avoid machine disruptions and to minimize the results of any interruption 

of production processes we offer our customers various types of maintenance contracts.

For all questions regarding maintenance, installation and other technical issues, please call our helplines or 

send an e-mail. A Voortman engineer will respond as soon as possible. 

Contact details Voortman helpdesk:

partS	and	conSumableS
Using the correct tools and lubricants is of great importance for the lifespan of your machine 

and helps to maximize production and minimize downtime. In our large, fully stocked, automated 

warehouse we have all the parts and consumables for our machines and other brands in stock. In 

this way we can guarantee favorable prices and fast delivery. Thanks to our many years of experience 

in the steel processing sector we know exactly which tools can be used for each machine type.

Contact details Voortman parts and consumables:

Online spare parts catalog

Voortman also offers the possibility of ordering your spare parts online. From now on all 

new machines are connected with an online spare parts catalog. Select your parts in the 

corresponding drawing of the machine modules and a few clicks later your order is placed.

voortman	academy
To lift the knowledge and skills of your personnel to a higher level Voortman organizes operator and 

maintenance trainings and consultancy services. The Voortman Academy instruction hall is completely 

equipped with modern training facilities in order to reduce the training time on-site to a minimum.

For more information, please contact us on +31 (0)548 536 373

Voortman (General) 

+31 (0)548 536 399 

service@voortman.net

Voortman (USA)

+1 (0)815 468 6300

service@voortmancorp.com 

Voortman (Russia) 

+7 812 411 4030 

service@voortman.ru 

Voortman Cutting Systems

+49 (0)3644 515 1720

service-vcs@voortman.net

Voortman (General) 

+31 (0)548 536 398

parts@voortman.net

Voortman (USA)

+1 (0)815 468 6300

parts@voortmancorp.com 

Voortman (Russia) 

+7 812 411 4030 

parts@voortman.ru 

Voortman Cutting Systems

+49 (0)3644 515 1724

parts-vcs@voortman.net



contact

“Contact us and find out how Voortman makes your 
business more productive.”



ContaCt

HEAdqUARtERS

voortman voortman cutting Systems

PO Box 87, 7460 AB Rijssen Am Weimarer Berg 6

Ozonstraat 1, 7463 PK Rijssen 99510 Apolda

The Netherlands Germany

(t) +31 (0)548 536 373 (t) +49 (0)3644 515 170

(f) +31 (0)548 536 374 (f) +49 (0)3644 515 1722

(e) info@voortman.net (e) info-vcs@voortman.net

sUbsidiaRies

voortman corporation

Unit F

450 South Spruce st.

Manteno IL-60950

United States of America

(t) +1 (0)815 468 6300

(f) +1 (0)815 468 6333

(e) info@voortmancorp.com

voortman russia

Premises 1H, building 1A 

Reshetnikova str. 17, Saint-Petersburg 

196105 Russia

(t) +7 812 411 4070

(f) +7 812 411 4060

(e) info@voortman.ru

VooRtMan dealeR netwoRk 

Our comprehensive dealer network is here for you - wherever you are, whatever the job calls for. The 

strength of the Voortman network is built around supporting you - not just at the time of purchase, 

but throughout the long life of your Voortman equipment. 

Find your local dealer at www.voortman.net

voortman South east asia

PO Box 826, 

4163 Cleveland

Brisbane, Queensland

Australia

(t) +61 1300 798 998

(e) sea@voortman.net
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“Join Voortman and experience the future 
in steel processing.”





www.voortman.net

a  v o o r t m a n  s t e e l  g r o u p  c o m p a n y


